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BY A lzonzology circle we mean a CW complex C (or a Kan complex) for which there is an 
isomorphism H,(C. 2) = H,(S’, 2) where S’ denotes the usual circle. Such spaces are always 
equipped with a map C + S’ which induces that isomorphism. The best known examples of 
homology circles are knot complements C = S”+‘- N(K) where N(K) is an open tubular 
neighborhood of a submanifold K homeomorphic to the n-sphere S”. Here we are interested 
only in the homotop_v type of homology circles. Indeed it was proven by Browder, Lashof and 
Shaneson [9] that given the homotopy type of the pair (C, aC) it corresponds to, at most, two 
isotopy types of knots-if a,C = Z. From this point of view the homotopy type of (compact) 
homology circles is of major importance. Kervaire has done some fundamental work on the first 
non-trivial homotopy group ai(S”, C)[8] and we shall be interested in the higher homotopy 
groups. Kervaire also notes that “almost” arbitrary compact homology circles can be realized as 
knot complements, up to the middle dimension [see 5.12 below]. 
More generally, the present work is a continuation of the general work on homology 
isomorphism: How can one analyze and construct “all” homology circles? What are the possible 
homotopy groups and “k-invariants” of such spaces? What precise part of the (n + I)-type of C 
is determined by the n-type and what can be freely chosen? Such questions have relatively 
simple answers when one deals with e.g. acyclic spaces [3]. It is surprising to see that the case of 
homology circles turns out to be of the same general nature. But the details are more difficult 
since the fundamental group is not perfect. In the present paper we only deal with two types of 
homology circles: the (homotopy) finite case and the nilpotent case. We give a “classification” of 
these. It turns out that most of the important features of the general case arise already here and 
they assume here a concise and simple form. Roughly speaking the homotopy groups 7r” = TX 
appear naturally as extensions 0 + In, --, 7~, * nn IIT, + 0 where TV” is “a-perfect” and can be 
almost arbitrarily chosen and rr,,/I7r, depends on the (homologies of the) choices made in the 
lower dimension: In, for j <n. These considerations lead us to a general theorem which 
determines the structure of the second non-trivial homotopy group of a knot complement, in 
terms of the first non-trivial one (see 5.2). 
A word about the category in which we work: By “space” and “map” we mean objects and 
morphisms in the pointed category of CW complexes or Kan complexes. This small abuse of 
notation is harmless because we are interested in questions of homotopy type and the-geometric 
realizations provides an equivalence between the two categories [lo]. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
After formulating below the main results in general terms we recall some basic concepts and 
their properties in § I. $2 is devoted to the analysis of nilpotent homology circles. In 03 and 04 we 
explain and prove theorems relating to (homotopy) finite homology circles. Some applications 
and geometric remarks are given in $5. 
Main Results 
Here we formulate in general terms some of the main results which are elaborated later in this 
paper. They concern two types of homology circles nilpotent and finite. 
DEFINITION. A space C will be called a nilpotent homology circle if H,C = kI,S’ and aC is 
nilpotent over r,C for all j > 1. 
Theorem 0.1 below provides us with analysis of fundamental groups which appear in the 
context of Theorem 0.2. We shall assume that the group 7~ below satisfies: H,[r, 7~1 are all 
finitely generated modules of the integral group ring of Z = rr/[a, 7~1. 
A space C will be called a finite homology circle if H,C - H,S’ and rj(S’, C) are finire 
groups for all j 2 2. 
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THEOREM 0.1. Let C’, Cz be two nilpotent homology circles (with base points). 
(i) The spaces C’ and Cz have the same homotopy type if and only if they have isomorphic 
fundamental groups. 
(ii) The fundamental group functor n,( ,*) yields a natural bijection from the set of homotopy 
classes [C’, C’] to the set of group homomorphism Hom(n,C’, v,C*). 
(iii) A group 7~ is the fundamental group of a nilpotent homology circle if and only if the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) H,ir=Z; 
(b) Ht7r = 0; 
(c) The lower central series of the Z[Z]-module H,[r, r] stabilizes for all j 2 1, i.e. for all j 
there exist an r = r(j) such that T,Hi[~, P] = T,+,Hi[7, n] (see 91 for definitions). 
Proof. The proof is given in 02. As an example notice that if [7~, n] is a finite group, the 
hardest-to-satisfy condition (iii) (c) holds trivially. In fact, for finite groups we have a complete 
solution of the homotopy structure of homology circles: 
THEOREM 0.2. There are functorial groups crtC associated with a finite homology circles C which 
satisfy : 
(i) A map between two homology circles which induces an isomorphism on homology is a 
homotopy equivalence if and only if it induces an isomorphism on ak for all k 2 1. 
(ii) The groups arc are endowed with natural 7~ = rI C actions, for k > 1. One has (Y I = [n, ~1 
where ?r is described in Theorem 0.1 above. A series of finite groups-with -action ( yk )k>l appears 
as Yk = a& for some finite homology circle if and Only if they are superperfect, i.e. Ho(lr,C, 
yk) = H,(a,C, yk) = 0 for k > 1. 
(iii) All homotopy types of finite homology circles can be built in a manner analogous to the 
construction of homotopy types via Postnikov towers, where the role of the homotopy ?r-groups is 
taken by the finite superperfect n-groups (Yk. 
Proof. This theorem is formulated precisely and proven in the propositions and theorems of 
93. 
61. SOME CONVENTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We will work either in the category of Kan complexes or in the CW category. We need 
simplicial methods for some functorial construction such as the Postnikov tower and the 
Bousfied-Kan completion. All spaces are pointed and connected. We will denote the various 
homology circles by generic use of the letter C. 
By Z we denote the ring of integers and H, will always mean the integral homology functor. 
Thus if f: X+ Y is a map between spaces H,f is the induced map on homology 
HJX, Z)+ H,( Y, Z). The map f is called a homology isomorphism if H j is an isomorphism. 
Given a group rr, we denote by A the integral group ring Z(P). One has an exact sequence 
0 + I -, A --* Z + 0 where I is the augmentation ideal. Recall from [2] that if G is a P-group then 
there is a well defined lower central series F,G: 
(1.1) If G = 7~ with the inner automorphism self-action a(g) = cyga-’ then T,n is the usual 
lower central series I’,rr = n, T,n = [n, F,-,rr] = T-I’,-,r. If G is abelian r-module then 
l-‘,G = Ir-‘G. 
(1.2) If F,G = 0 for some r < 30 then G is called (a-)nilpotent. If F2G = G then G is called 
(r-)perfect. This generalizes the concept of perfect group (+ which is always u-perfect with 
respect to the self-action. Note that G is n-perfect iff HO(p, abG) = 0. 
(1.3) A more general situation than (1.2) arises when for some r: T,+,G = T,G, i.e. F,G is 
r-perfect. We then say that G is prenilpotent [5]. For example it is easy to see (2.3) that the 
fundamental group of a homology circle is always prenilpotent. Furthermore every finite G is 
clearly prenilpotent. 
(1.4) Every a-group G can easily be seen to contain a maximal (and largest) P-perfect 
n-subgroup. This functorial subgroup is denoted by PG. 
(1.5) CONVENTION: When the acting group 7~ is obvious we shall omit the afix r- when talking 
about x-nilpotent, P-perfect, etc. 
(1.6) Now if G is nilpotent n-group then clearly FG = 0. If G is perfect then TG = G. 
(1.7) A n-group G is prenilpotent iff G/FG is nilpotent, or alternatively TG = F,G for some 
finite r [5, 2.41. Note that for every prenilpotent n-group G one has an exact sequence 
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O+ rG + G + G/lYG +O which exhibits G as an extension of a n-perfect group by a r-nilpotent 
one. 
(1.8) Every map P + N from a perfect a-group to a nilpotent one is the zero map. Thus a 
group which is both perfect and nilpotent must be the trivial group (0). 
(1.9) If X is a topological space then riX is naturally a 7~ = r,X-group. If these are all 
nilpotent the space is called nilpotent. 
(I. 10) Let f : X --) Y be a (fibre) map and F be the homotopy fibre. There is a natural action of 
7~, Y on H,F. The map f is called nilpotent if H,F is nilpotent as 7~~ Y-group for all n 2 0. 
PROPOSITION. A space N is nilpotent iff r,N is nilpotent and for all n 2 0 H.N is nilpotent over 
r,N, where N is the universal cover, equivalently iff N + K(p,N, 1) is nilpotent map. 
(1.11) If the fibre F in (1. IO) is simply-connected then there is a well-defined action of 7~~ Y on 
niF. In this case F is nilpotent iff T# are nilpotent over 7~~ Y for all j > 1. 
(1.12) Let E, A E, 5 E, be two maps with connected fibres. If any two of p, q, pq are 
nilpotent then so is the third ([ 1, 11.4.41) In particular if f: N + N’ is a map between nilpotent 
spaces with connected fibre then f is nilpotent. We recall some definition and results from [5]. 
(1.13) A space X is called prenilpotent if there exists a map f: X+ N into a nilpotent space 
such that H,f is an isomorphism. For example, every homology circle is prenilpotent. 
(1.14) A space X is prenilpotent iff the Bousfled-Kan nilpotent completion Z,X is nilpotent. 
(1.15) Let X be a space and denote by _%- the covering space which corresponds to Tr,X. 
Then the main result of [5] reads: 
THEOREM. Let X be a space with H,,X,- finitely generated over ~,X/Tir,x for n 2 0. Then X is 
prenilpotent if and only if 7,X is prenilpotent and for all n 2 1 H,Xr is prenilpotent with respect to 
the nIX/T~,X action. 
12. NILPOTENT HOMOLOGY CIRCLES 
The homotopy type of a nilpotent homology circle is completely determined by the 
fundamental group. In this section we see what groups can appear as fundamental groups of 
nilpotent homology circles. An explicit construction of these homology circles is given. The basic 
results on these circles are summarized in Theorem 0.1 and here this theorem is proven by a series 
of lemmas. The first lemma is a very simple observation which is basic to our approach to 
homology isomorphism. It provides the basic tool for converting a given space into a space with 
pre-assigned “homology type”. In our case into a homology circle. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a connected space. Assume that we are given a pull-back diagram 
i x, - NI 
f 
X-N 
in which f is a homology isomorphism and p is a nilpotent 
isomorphism. 
Proof. We simply use the comparison theorem for the 
fibration. Then f is a homology 
Serre spectral sequence of the 
fibrations p and 6. The E’-terms are H,(X, H,F) and H, (N, H,F) where homology is taken with 
local coefficients and F denotes the fibre of pi We show that f induces an isomorphism on 
E’-term and thus H,f must be an isomorphism. By assumption the action of 7r,N on H,F is 
nilpotent for all q and thus so is the action of rr,X on H,F. This means that one has a filtration of 
the module H,F = M. 3 MI 2 . ~ 2 M, = 0 with MilMi+, a module with trivial action of r,N 
and r,X. We are given that H,f is an isomorphism and thus by the universal coefficient theorem 
the map 
Hqcf, M,/Mi+,): H,(X, MiIM,+J+ H,(N Mi/M+J 
is an isomorphism. It now follows from the long exact sequence for coefficients and inductive use 
of the five-lemma that H,cf, Mo) is an isomorphism. This completes the proof. 
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We see that in the preceding Lemma 2.1 we started with a space X and modified it by a 
nilpotent fibration F + X1 +X to get a space which differs “only nilpotently” from X but has the 
homology type of a given space i?, which in our applications will be nilpotent. This process of 
nilpotent modification we now use to obtain the following lemma. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given a group 7~ which satisfies conditions (iii) (a) (6) (c) of 0.1 there exists a 
nilpotent homology circle C, with r,C, = T. 
Proof. First, observe that condition (c) guarantees that the space K(p, 1) is prenilpotent (1.13). 
We thus have a canonical map f: (K(~T, l)+ Z=K(r, 1) of K(rr, 1) to a nilpotent space such that 
H,cf, Z) is an isomorphism. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.15 because the covering 
space Xr is exactly K([q, a], 1) (see 2.3 below). 
We now claim that up to homotopy there is a natural map p : Co-, ZA(?r, 1) where C, has the 
homotopy type of the circle S’, and [p] generates ~,Z,K(~T, 1). To see this we define C, to be 
P,Z,K(a, I), the first Postnikov stage of Z=K(r, 1). Since f is a homology isomorphism it 
follows from [2] that the nilpotent quotients of P and T,Z,K(T, 1) = Y are isomorphic: 
n/T,r = v/T,v. Since (a) implies that P/T~~ = Z for all r, and for r big enough v/T,v = v, one gets 
v = Z. Therefore C0 is a K(Z, 1) and has the homotopy type of S’. It now follows that the class of 
Z,K(?r,, 1)-C, has a unique right-inverse [p]. We obtain now a diagram in which C, is the 
homotopy pull-back: 
F = F 
I I 
c, f co 
I I P 
K(n, 1) f Z,K(a, 1) 
(2.2.1) 
Claim. The map p is a nilpotent fibration, F is connected and therefore by Lemma 2.1, C, is a 
homology circle. 
The fibre is certainly connected since ~T,C,,-, T,Z,K(T, 1) is an isomorphism. The map p is a 
map between nilpotent spaces with connected fibre and thus is a nilpotent fibration (we may 
assume that p was turned into a fibre map.) Thus the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied. 
We now want to see that C, is a nilpotent homology circle with fundamental group isomorphic 
to 7r. 
First it follows from general properties of nilpotent fibrations that the fibre F must be a 
nilpotent space (see (I. 12)). 
Claim. The fibre F is simply connected and therefore qF are nilpotent with respect the well 
defined action of r ; in addition r,C, = r. 
F being nilpotent space it is enough to show that H, F = 0 since a group which is both perfect 
and nilpotent must vanish. Now we take the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration p, in (2.2.1). 
E;, = H,GK(T, l), f&F) 
where homology is taken with local coefficients. We have E& = H*Z,K(T, 1) = H*T = 0 since 
H,f is an isomorphism (1.14) and we assume (b) of 0.1 (iii). This implies Ez., = K,. But we have 
an edge isomorphism H,C,= E,., = H,Z,K(r, 1) and thus Et,, ~0 or we get HdZ, HIF) ~0. 
Thus H, F is perfect with respect to the action of Z = TT,Z,K(T, 1). But p is a nilpotent fibration. 
i.e. H,F is a nilpotent Z[ZI module, therefore it must vanish (1.8). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
We now show that conditions (iii) (a), (b) and (c) are necessary. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let C, be a nilpotent homology circle. Let T = vlC, then (a) (b) (c) of 0.1 hold. 
Proof. Clearly H,C, = Z and HzC, = 0. But one always has a surjection H,C + Hs,C [7]. 
Therefore (a) (b) hold. To see (c) we want to use (1.15). The exact sequence for the lower 
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homologies of the extension [x, 7~1 w 7~ + Z yields: 
&(Z, H,[7r, ?rl) = 0 = HdZ, HILT, rl) 
which means that the action of 7~ on [7~, a] is perfect, i.e. Ta = 12~ = [n, 7~1. Now we need only 
to show that K(a, 1) is prenilpotent and Theorem 1.14 will give (iii) (c). We have a fibration 
C’, + C, --$ K(n, 1) which is a nilpotent fibration (1.1 I). Therefore [I] Z-C, + Z-C, +ZJX(n, 1) is 
a nilpotent fibration. We observe that Z-C, is homotopy equivalent to S’ and apply (1.12) to the 
maps Z,C,+Z,K(a, I)+ * Since two of the maps are nilpotent fibrations so is the third: 
Z,K(a, l)+*. So Z,K(r. 1) is in fact nilpotent. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Part (iii) was proved in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Clearly (i) follows 
immediately from (ii). Now (ii) follows from the naturality, up to homotopy, of the construction 
given in Lemma 2.2 which assigns to a given group a nilpotent homology circle. Diagram 2.2.1 is 
uniquely determined by the group r, up to homotopy. Thus the map [C’, C’] + Hom[ rr, C’, 7~~ C’] 
has an inverse. 
13. THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF FINITE HOMOLOGY CIRCLES 
We want to show how to obtain the algebraic data necessary for understanding the homotopy 
structure of finite homology circles. This data is to be obtained by decomposing a given (finite) 
homology circle into a tower of simpler homology circles. The tower bears strong resemblance to 
the acyclic decomposition [3] except that we must replace the acyclic functor by a more general 
construction: the nilpotent modification (see (2.1)). 
We use this method to convert the whole Postnikov tower of a given homology circle into a 
tower of homology circles. 
3.1 Nilpotent Homology Decomposition 
Let C be a homology circle. By a nilpotent homology decomposition tower of C we mean a 
tower of fibrations: 
(3.1.1) . . . c, p* c, - 1 . . . . . +c,*c,= S’ together with a (weak) equivalence 
C + inv. lim C, which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) All the maps pk induce isomorphisms on the integral homology groups. 
(ii) For all k 2 1 the fibre of pk is (k-I)-connected. 
(iii) The groups TjCk for j > k are nilpotent with respect to the action of T,C~. 
Remark. Since pk is a fibration, condition (ii) means that C, has the same k-homotopy type as 
our homology circle C and in the limit we get the same homotopy type of C. Notice that unlike in 
the Postnikov tower the fibre of pk is not, in general, a K(G, n) but rather has many higher 
homotopy groups. However all these higher homotopy groups are nilpotent. Also unlike in the 
acyclic case we do not demand that C, is j-simple for j > k; nilpotency is sufficient here. 
Whereas nilpotent decompositions are always unique they do not always exist: 
UNIQUENESS 3.1.2. Let C be a homology circle. Then given any two nilpotent decompositions 
(C,‘%,,(i = 1, 2) there exists in a natural way a third nilpotent decomposition (12~)~~~ and 
homotopy equivalences fk’ : C, + C,‘j’ (0 I k < =, i = 1, 2) which render the diagram 
commutative. 
EXISTENCE 3.1.3. Let C be a finite homology circle. Then there exists a natural nilpotent 
homology decomposition of C, denoted by 
We defer the proofs to 94. 
Remarks. It follows from 3.1.1 (iii) that in a given tower the first stage D,C is a nilpotent 
homology circle as defined and analysed in 02. We have seen there that nilpotent homology 
circles exist in a more general situation than homotopy finiteness of the fibre over the circle S’. 
Of course. every nilpotent homology circle C has a decomposition in which DiC = D,C for j 5 1. 
Therefore a nilpotent homology circle appears now as a 1st~stage homology circle. Notice that if 
K is the complement of a classical knot S’ --* S3 then K is trivially a nilpotent homology circle. In 
fact D,K = K = P,K the first Postnikov stage of K. 
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3.2 Acyclic Homotopy Groups and k-Invariants 
We want to show that one can construct, up to homotopy type, all possible nilpotent 
decomposition towers which yield, in the limit, finite homology circles. For that aim we define the 
acyclic homotopy groups and k-“invariants” which are the algebraic data associated with the 
natural decomposition tower of a homology circle. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. For a given n-stage p. : C,, --, C._, in a decomposition tower we define: 
(i) The acyclic homotopy groups: They are defined by an = r,, (fibre of pn) taken as a 
irl = TIE,-group. Thus properly speaking the acyclic homotopy groups are r-groups: aI is a 
normal subgroup of 7~ and the rest are modules over the group ring Z(r). 
(ii) The acyclic k-invariant: a”“@,) is defined to be the obstruction to a cross-section of pm. 
It follows from the definition that there is exactly one obstruction to a cross section and it lies in 
the group of local cocycles Z”+‘(C,+ a,). 
Notice that it follows from the uniqueness Theorem 3.1.2 that the groups a. depend 
functorially on C. In fact they are related to the homotopy a-group of C. Here we state the 
fundamental property of a.C and show the relation to r”C. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. The acyclic homotopy groups (Y. of C are all superperfect p-group (rr = 7r,C). 
That is to say, Ho(~, a.) = H ( , or, a,) = 0; where aI stands for aba,, the abelianization of al. 
Furthermore one has al zz Tr, = [7~, 7~1 and a natural exact sequence (see 1.4): 
Proof. The fact that a, is superperfect follows immediately from the Serre spectral sequence 
of the fibration C, + C,-,. Since this map induces an isomorphism on homology, and the fibre F. 
is (n - l)-connected one has 
&(T, H,,F,) 3 E;., = 0 = E:., = H,(rr, H-F”). 
To prove the second part we need some more insight into the decomposition tower, and the proof 
will be found in (4.4). 
3.3 Constructing Finite Homology Circles 
We will consider the induction step in the construction of nilpotent homology decomposition 
towers. First we deal with l-stages. These spaces are nilpotent homology circles with finite 
relative groups 7rj(S’, C,) for all j 2 2. Their homotopy type was analysed in 82. Note that 
Theorem 0.1 applies to these spaces. Since condition 0.1 (iii) is clearly satisfied if [r, n] = ~T*(S’, 
C,) is a finite group, we can restate 0.1 (iii) in a simpler form: 
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. A group v appears as the fundamental group of C,, the first stage in the 
decomposition tower of finite homology circles with cr,C, = [r, 7~1 if and only if [7~, 7~1 is finite, 
H,a = Z and H2r = 0. 
Proof. Equipped with Theorem 0.1 one needs only to note that in the fibration F, + C,-, S’ 
one has cu,C, 3 ~T,F 3 [r, ~1. 
Theorem 0.1 together with the above determines the homotopy type of C,. We now turn to the 
higher dimensions. Assume that we are given C,, an n-stage (n z 1) of a nilpotent homology 
decomposition tower, so that n&‘, is nilpotent for j > n. We now formulate a classification 
theorem for the fibre homotopy types of (n + I)-stages pncl : C,,+, + C,, such that the relative 
groups ri(Cn, C,+,) are finite. Note that the uniqueness Theorem 3.3.2 does not necessitate any 
finiteness condition: 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM 3.3.2. Two n + l-stages of C,: p’,‘:,: C!,%+ C, (i = 1, 2) are f&-e 
homotopy equivalent if and only if there exists an isomorphism of n-groups am+lC(nl,l * LY.+~C%~ 
which carries the class [a”“(p’,‘i,)J to [a”“(p’nZ1,)]. 
We now come to the inductive step for constructing all finite homology circles-up to 
homotopy. The following existence theorem is a reformulation in more precise terms of Theorem 
0.2 of the introduction. 
EXISTENCE THEOREM 3.3.3. Let C, be any n-stage of a nilpotent homology decomposition n z 1. 
Given any finite module y over Z(n) = Z(r, C,,), there exists an (n + 1)-stage C,+, -+ C, with 
rr-isomorphism a,+,Cnsl = y if and only if y is r-superperfect, i.e. Ho(a, y) = H,(r, y) = 0. If y is 
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such a module and c”+’ E Z”+‘(Cnr y) a cocycle. rhen there exists a homology isomorphism 
p,+i. .C,,+,+C,, with a”‘*(p,,+,)= [c”+‘] and an+,Cn+, = y as a-group, where C.,, is an 
(n + #)-stage. 
54. FINITE HOMOLOGY CIRCLES 
THE WHITEHEAD THEOREM 4.1. First we prove a Whitehead type theorem for homology circles 
(see 0.2 i): Ler f: C + C’ be a homology isomorphism between two finite homology circles. Then f 
is a (weak) equivalence if Tx,f is an isomorphism. 
Proof. This follows immediately from [2]. For finite homology circles TjC, TjC’ are 
prenilpotent and thus r’rjC z r’rjjc’ z 0, and T,njC = TnjC, T,rjC’ = r&‘. 
Remark. Roughly speaking Theorem 4.1 indicates that the homotopy type of our homology 
circles is determined not by the homotopy groups but by their perfect part Tnj, and, of course, 
certain “twisting invariants”. 
4.2 The Nilpotent Homology Decomposition Tower (Construction) 
We now turn to the construction of the decomposition tower and prove its properties 3.1.1 
(i)-(iii). 
Proof of the existence Theorem 3.1.3 
We define D,C for a given arbitrary finite homology circle by the natural pull-back diagram: 
C i’ 
(4.2.1) 
In which: P,C is the k-stage in the natural Postiikov decomposition tower[IO], Z, is the 
Bousfield-Kan nilpotent completion functor, qk is the canonical fibre map, D& the pull-back; 
and & the natural map into the pull-back (since i 0 qk = Z,ql, 0 i’). 
The construction being natural, if we apply it to the whole Postnikov tower of C to get 
another tower of fibrations: 
C 
. . .+D,C ““D,_,C-+. . . D,C+DoC= S’ 
J 4 & J 
*. *+P,C -P,C+. . * P,C+* 
In order to prove that the decomposition tower (DJ) has the desired properties we first must 
note: 
LEMMA 4.2.2. The k-stage P,C is prenilpotent for all n L 0. 
Proof. One applies (1.15). Since rlC is prenilpotent with I’r,C = [a,C, 7r,C] (2.3) one has 
P,cr = (fibre of PIG --$ S’) but by definition a,,P,cr and thus H.Pkcr is finite for all n. Therefore 
(1.3) P,c,- is prenilpotent for all k 20. 
Now returning to the proof of (3.13), we note that the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied 
since Z=C - S’, Z,PX is nilpotent and 7~,(Z~p~): n,Z,C + a,Z,AC is an isomorphism so that 
the fibre of Z,qr is connected. Thus i is a homology isomorphism and since i’ is also one gets that 
H*& is an isomorphism. This proves 3.1.1 (i). To prove 3.1.1. (ii) we look at the diagram of the 
natural maps 
F, - F, - P* F2 
II J J 
F, + D,C - D,-,C 
Pk 
i 1 
P,-IC - P,-IC 
The case k = 1 is dealt with in 92. 
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Now observe that both F, and Fz are (k - I)-connected. This follows easily from the 
connectivity of F2 given the relationship between P,C and P,-,C. Now Ft is also the fibre of the 
map Z,C-,Z=P,-,C. Since the fibre of qk-,: C-P,-,C is (k - l)-connected so must be, by [I, 
IV, Theorem 5.11, the fibre Fz. It follows that our fibre F, is (n - ‘)-connected. It remains to be 
seen that the map rkpk is surjective, or that H& is. Now the map H*p, is an isomorphism and 
F,, Fz are (k - I)-connected; thus it follows from the comparison theorem for the Serre spectral 
sequences that one has: 
H,(rr, H,F,) = HO(r, H,FJ and 
H,(~F, H*F,)++ H,(~T, H,F,) is surjective. 
where P = r,C. We now apply [2,5.21 to get the isomorphism HkFJT,H,FI = H,FJT,H,F,. Since 
the map 2-C + Z,P& is nilpotent the left-hand group is, for large enough r, H,F,. Thus H& is 
surjective. This completes the proof of (ii). Property (iii) follows immediately from (1.11) given 
that DkC+PkX is a nilpotent map. 
Proof of Uniqueness 3.1.2. Since the D, are functorially defined one can easily build the 
needed tower (C,) using the maps C + C,“’ (i = 1,2) and prove the homotopy equivalence by the 
Whitehead Theorem 4.1. 
4.3. The Fibration G+, --) Ck 
We want to show here that our algebraic data, i.e. the acyclic homotopy groups and 
“k-invariants” determine all the possible (k + 1)-stages over a given k-stage G (up to fibre 
homotopy equivalence). Thus we are given C, (k 2 1) and we prove the “classification” Theorems 
3.3.2 and 3.3.3, which are the precise formulations of Theorem 0.2. We start, for a given finite 
superperfect group y over the fundamental group 7~ and a given element: 
U E z'+'(ck, y) 
in the group of local cocycles, with the construction of a (k + 1)-stage: pktl: Ck+l+ ck. 
[4.3.1] Proof of 3.3.3. Recall from [3, 5.11 that for a given rr-module A4 and k z 1, there is a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between H’+‘(X, M) (local coefficients) and the fibre 
equivalence classes of fibrations 
K(M, k + I)+E+X 
over X with fibre an Eilenberg-MacLane space, in which the induced n-module structure on M 
is the given one. 
Thus one starts with the fibration 
K(y,k+l)+ELCk (4.3.2) 
over Ck which corresponds to y and u. Now y being finite we have in (4.2.2) that E is 
prenilpotent. Thus we can perform a nilpotent modification on E to turn it into a homology circle 
C k+l. We construct a homotopy pull-back diagram: 
f 
ckc, ----+ P,Z,E - S’ 
I 
; d 
I 
P (4.3.2) 
h - Z-E 
In which: Z-E is a nilpotent space and H,f is an isomorphism (1.14) and therefore 
rr,Z,E = Z (see 2.2.1). 
The map g is a homotopy right-inverse to the natural projection into the first Postnikov stage 
Z,E + P,Z,E - S’. Clearly the homotopy class [g] is unique in the present situation. Now since 
r,g is an isomorphism, g must be a nilpotent map between nilpotent spaces (1.12), and we are in 
position to apply the nilpotent modification Lemma 2.1 and get that H$ is an isomorphism. 
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Therefore C,, is in fact a (k + I)-stage with the map pk+] :CL+, 5 E P’ C,. It remains to 
be seen that: 
C/aim. The map pk+] x p’og: G+, --, G satisfies 
(i) The r-module y is naturally isomorphic to nk+,(fibre of p,+,) = ak+lCk+l. 
(ii) One has [ak”(pk+J] = [u] in H”‘(G, y). 
The second item (ii) is immediate from the definition. Now, in the proof of (i) we use the 
condition that y is superperfect: One has an exact sequence for the fibration p’: 
Thus we have the crucial isomorphism: 
HjE --L HjCk for all j 5 k + 2. (4.3.3) 
One now uses the diagram, in which the rows are fibrations 
which gives an exact ladder of r-modules: 
It remains to be seen that the middle map nP+,F --, y is an isomorphism. This will follow from the 
five-lemma if we show that the fibre of g is (k + I)-connected. But we see from the pull-back 
Diagram 4.3.2, which defines g, that it is certainly enough to see that +,E = 0 for 1 < j 5 k + 2. 
One looks at the fibration Z,E + P,Z,E - S’; this is a nilpotent fibration with fibre F’. But it 
follows from the Serre spectral sequence and (4.3.3) that Ho(S’, HjF’) = 0 for all 1 5 j I k + 2, 
hence HjF’ = 0 (1.8) for j I k + 2, which for a nilpotent space this implies that F’ is 
(k + 2)-connected. This completes the proof of the claim. 
(4.3.4) Proofofuniqueness 3.3.2. This is immediate consequence of the homotopy naturality of 
Diagram 4.3.2 together with the Whitehead Theorem 4.1 (compare 5.3). 
4.4. The Relation Between Tn,X and (Y,X 
The acyclic homotopy group (Y,X appears as an extension of the maximal perfect one rn,X. 
This extension is central in the sense that the kernel of (Y.X + Tar,X has a trivial P, X action. This is 
true both in the case where X is acyclic space [3] and in our present context where X is a homology 
circle. 
PROPOSITION 4.4.1. There is a natural exact sequence 0 + H,( r,TrX) + (Y,C --) r7i.C + 0 for any 
finite homology circle (see 3.2.2). 
Proof. By definition (Y,C = GF where F is the fibre of D,C --, D,-,C in 3.1.3. Since D,C was 
constructed from P,C in (4.2) and one has that nL = ~L,C.-, surjective (3.1 (ii)) the following pull 
back diagram can be constructed: 
K(Tn,C, n)+ E- C,_, 
II J.4” 1q” 
w-d, n)+ P,C+ P.C,_,. 
The map & is a nilpotent fibration because qn is. Therefore if we perform on E a nilpotent 
modification over C.-, to turn it into a homology circle (see 4.3.2) we get a nilpotent fibration 
c,- C,+ E with 7°C = H,+,E = H,(a, I’r,C). One now gets a fibration C” + F + K(TrX, n) 
whose homotopy exact sequence in dimension n is precisely the sequence we need. 
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Remark. In both the acyclic case [3] and the present case it is not hard to see that in fact one 
has a natural isomorphism cu.X = I@J~P~X. 
85. APPLICATIONS 
We present here a few directions in which the preceding approach to homology circles can be 
used for explicit constructions and calculations. We will be concerned here with knot 
complements. The connection between compact homology circles and knot complements was 
observed by Kervaire[8]. In fact, given arbitrary finite CW complex X which is a homology 
circle of dimension d, and such that r,X has an element whose conjugates generates the whole 
group, i.e. w(r, L) = 1 [8]; then for all m > 2d - 1, m > 5, there is a smooth imbedding S”-‘+ S” 
with complement C and an (m - d)-connected map C + X [ 121. For a more general situation one 
uses the following observation. 
PROPOSITION 5.1.1. Let X be a homology circle with finite skeletons X, for all k 2 0. Then for 
every d 2 2 there exists a finite homology circle Cd” of dimension (d + 1) and (d - l)- 
equivalences XtXd -+ Cd+‘. 
COROLLARY 5.1.2. The (d - l)-type of every homology circle C with finite skeletons and with 
w(rr,CI = 1 can be realized as the (d - I)-type of a k-knot for all k L 2d, and k 2 3. 
COROLLARY 5.1.3. The (d - 1)-type of every finite homology circle C with o(r,C) = 1 can be 
reulized as the (d - I)-type of a k-knot for all k 2 2d. 
Proof. One only needs to observe that any finite homology circle has the homotopy type of 
space with finite skeletons. This can be seen immediately from the usual Postnikov 
decomposition of the space. 
5.2 The Second Non-trivial’Homology Group of a Knot 
One looks at the lowest groups of C = S”“- S” which differ from the corresponding roups 
of the circle S’. 
Kervaire [B] found the structure of the first group. This group always appears below or at the 
middle dimension. Some work was done on the higher non-trivial homotopy groups (see e.g. 
Sumners [ 1 l] and Gutierrez [6]). Clearly for n 2 4 the only restriction on rtC, for example, is that 
it appears as the second homotopy rI-group of a compact homology circle with o(rr,) = 1. Thus 
its determination should be most natural in our framework. Here we present some structure 
theorems about the second non-trivial homotopy groups for quite general homology circles. In 
particular we compute for arbitrary homology circle all the nilpotent quotients thereof. Let 
a! = 7rk (S’, C) be the first non-trivial homotopy of the homology circle C. Then Hi(a, k) = 
H&(cr, k) has a natural r,S’ = 2 action. With respect o that action and the action of r,C on 
nt+,C one has 
THEOREM 5.2.1. With the above notation there is a natural isomorphism ~~+,CI~JT~+~C+ 
IA+z(cu, k)IT,H,+z(a, k). 
COROLLARY 5.2.2. If I’P, = [n, P] is finite then nzC is prenilpotent and a,ClrP,C = 
H~[T, 41rH3[r, fli. 
COROLLARY 5.2.3. If I is the augmentation ideal of Z[Z] then for k 2 2 one has for all r: 
T~+,C = Hkt2(a, k) (mod I’). 
Proof of 5.2.1. We only give the general idea for the case k = 1. One tries to modify K(T, 1) to 
get a homology circle and check what is the resulting second group. Since k(n, 1) is not 
necessarily prenilpotent we must work with a pro-object: we build a pull back diagram 
where Z, is the Bousfield-Kan completion tower[l]. Now it was proven in [4] that H*fS is a 
pro-isomorphism. Therefore, so must be 5. One now applies the generalized Whitehead theorem 
to the pro-isomorphism on homology C + (C,.,), to get v2C/TRn2C = ~~z,K(?r, 1)/r,. In order to 
get the last group one uses the calculations[5, 3.61. 
Tb? ‘-tails of the proof are omitted since they will appear elsewhere with a much more 
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precise result on the structure of the second non-vanishing group of a knot complement. Theorem 
5.2.1 determines the nilpotent quotients, and the question arises what about the rest of the 
n,-group? Namely, how freely can one choose T,nk+,C = n r,7~k+,C? 
,>I 
Let C be a knot complement with r,C = Z and let (Y = WC be the first non-trivial homotopy 
group (i.e. k > 1). 
THEOREM~.~.~. Thereisan exact sequence O+ B + ~G.+~C+A +O in which B = rm~k+ICand: 
(i) A/T,A = Hk+2(~, k) for all r. If P~+~ C is finitely generated over Z[Z] = Z[r,C] then : 
(ii) The module B is perfect, i.e. EL(Z, B) = 0 and thus B = rnk+,C. 
(iii) For any finitely generated perfect module B’ there is a knot complement with 
B’ = h+,c = rxTk+,c. 
Remark. Kervaire shows that 7rkC below the middle dimension is any arbitrary perfect 
Z[Z]-module. Theorem 5.2.4 shows what part of rk+, C can be arbitrarily chosen and what part is 
determined by TX. 
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